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OUT NUMBERED TWELVE TO ONE

Then Fighter Command Spitfires carried out a sweep off the coasts of

Holland and Belgium today, a fighter pilot was at one time engaged in a dog

fight with twelve F.W.l90s. This pilot, outnumbered twelve to one, ultimately
shot one of the enemy fighters into the sea, but was himself badly shot up

by several of the others*

He then flew his damaged Spitfire nearly 90 miles from the Dutch coast

back to an -airfield in this country. He landed it safely, and the ground crews

found that it had been hit by about 20 cannon shells and machine-gun bullets,

which had holed the propeller, both main pianos, engine, elevators, rudder

and the leg of one of his landing wheels. A bullet had also holed the

clycol tank and when the pilot landed his engine was "just about boiling"

as he put it*

"The combat occurred just out to sea off Flushing" said the 'pilot, a.

21 year old Australian "when I found myself all alone with 12 F.W. 190s on my

hands. I fought them from 16000 feet down to sea level, but I couldn’t shake

them off and get home*

"Suddenly, for some reason, the Hun detached four of these 190’s, and

yet another four after they had all been beating the daylight out of me

for a time. Then he detached another two, which left me with only two. I

turned into one of these and get in a shot which put a shell into his

cockpit. He went head first into the sea. By this time the other one

had gone and I was able to make for home".

Later in the day Spitfires and Typhoons were in action over Brittany
when another F.W. 190 was destroyed by a Rhodesian flight sergeant. Others

were damaged.

From these operations four of our fighters are missing*


